Abstract. We discuss the role of compact symmetry groups, G, in the classification of gapped ground state phases of quantum spin systems. We consider two representations of G on infinite subsystems. First, in arbitrary dimensions, we show that the ground state spaces of models within the same G-symmetric phase carry equivalent representations of the group for each finite or infinite sublattice on which they can be defined and on which they remain gapped. This includes infinite systems with boundaries or with non-trivial topologies. Second, for two classes of one-dimensional models, by two different methods, for G = SU (2) in one, and G ⊂ SU (d), in the other we construct explicitly an 'excess spin' operator that implements rotations of half of the infinite chain on the GNS Hilbert space of the ground state of the full chain. Since this operator is constructed as the limit of a sequence of observables, the representation itself is, in principle, experimentally observable. We claim that the corresponding unitary representation of G is closely related to the representation found at the boundary of half-infinite chains. We conclude with determining the precise relation between the two representations for the class of frustration-free models with matrix product ground states.
Introduction
There are good reasons for the intense activity around gapped ground states phases of quantum lattice models. Theoretically as well as experimentally it has become clear that ground states of many models in condensed matter physics often have interesting structural properties even in the absence of long-range order. This structure is sometimes referred to as topological order because of striking topological effects found in some important examples [1] . A quantum ground state phase is loosely defined as a family of models (Hamiltonians) of which the ground states have qualitatively similar properties. The recent literature provides ample support for the following statement: for a family of Hamiltonians depending on a continuous parameter in some range, λ ∈ I, its ground states represent the same quantum phase if there is a positive lower bound for the spectral gap above the ground state energy independent of λ ∈ I. In the opposite case, a quantum phase transition may occur at a critical value of the parameter if some of the ground state properties undergo qualitative changes, and the spectral gap above the ground state necessarily vanishes at this critical value.
Although quantum phase transitions were already described a long time ago, for example in the XY model [2] or in the quantum Ising model in a transverse field [3] , and in the monograph [4] , the notion of a gapped ground state phase has only recently been thoroughly investigated [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . The classification of symmetry-protected phases has been the subject of several studies. The result of such a classification will of course depend on the notion of equivalence that is employed. In most of the literature the manipulations preserving the equivalence of systems includes embedding the Hilbert space of the original system as a subspace of the Hilbert space of another system (extending the range of degrees of freedom), and also tensoring with another system (adding degrees of freedom) [12] . This approach has led to appealing results [6, 13, 14, 15] . In this article, however, we do not compare systems with different Hilbert spaces. What we find then is a stronger invariant, meaning that our results have a greater power to predict the existence of a quantum phase transition, i.e., the existence of at least one critical point in any parameter region between two values where the system is in two different gapped phases distinguished by different values of the invariant.
In the one-dimensional classes of examples we work out explicitly (see the excess spin operators in Section 3), our invariant is the representation generated by unitary string operators, closely related to the string order parameters [16] , acting on the ground states of a half-infinite chain. Remarkably, these unitaries can be approximated by local observables and, hence, are in principle experimentally accessible. In a very distinct way non-local unitaries can also be put to use to unravel the structure of certain symmetry-protected phases, as was first done by Kennedy and Tasaki in [17] . See [18, 19] for several generalizations.
An important consequence of the existence of a smooth interpolating path connecting two Hamiltonians along which the spectral gap does not vanish, is the local automorphic equivalence [10] of the ground state spaces of the models along the path. In [20, 11] we showed the existence of such a path connecting a class of generalizations of the AKLT chain [21, 22] to a class of toy models we called PVBS Hamiltonians, and emphasized the role of edge states. Further physical and mathematical properties shared by models in the same phase remain largely conjectural. For example, the definition of a gapped ground state phase is expected to encapsulate the common structure of entanglement within the system, as embodied by the so-called entanglement spectrum in these systems which are expected to satisfy an area law for the entanglement entropy [23, 24] . More generally, models within the same phase should exhibit the same topological order. Automorphically equivalent models have the same ground state degeneracy on any lattice they can be defined on, and if a symmetry is preserved along the path, they exhibit the same pattern of symmetry breaking. Moreover, models in the same phase are even expected to share a similar structure of their lowlying excitations, as for example quasi-particles with anyonic properties in the case of topologically ordered phases [25] . The mathematical study of these question has only just begun [26, 27, 28, 29] .
In this article, we study gapped quantum phases with symmetry, in particular a local continuous symmetry such as the invariance under spin rotations of antiferromagnetic spin chains. The assumption of a non-vanishing gap implies, under rather general conditions, that the symmetry is necessarily unbroken and consequently that the ground state does not have the associated long-range order [30] .
Concretely, we will prove some implications of the automorphic equivalence of G-invariant models, where G is a group of local symmetries of the Hamiltonian. That is, we assume that the G-invariance is preserved along the paths connecting different models in what could be called the same symmetryprotected gapped phase, in analogy with the symmetry-protected topological order that may be present and detectable in such a situation [31, 32, 33, 15] . It has already been argued in [20] that the bulk ground state is not sufficient to describe the full range of possible phases and phase transitions even in one dimension, and that the structure of edge states carries additional information. In the presence of a symmetry which remains unbroken in the thermodynamic limit, we prove that these edge modes, namely the additional ground states that arise whenever a boundary is present, carry equivalent representations of G within a phase. The argument is valid in any dimension and for arbitrary lattices including domains with holes or non-trivial topology. The set of these edge representations can therefore be used as a new general invariant of a gapped ground state phase.
The results of Section 2 are not concerned with a particular model, but are statements about properties shared by all models within a symmetric gapped ground state phase, thereby clarifying the meaning and implications of the very notion of a phase.
In one dimension and for the special case G ⊂ SU (2), the abstract result can be supported by the construction of an explicit 'excess spin' operator generating the rotations of the half chain in the GNS Hilbert space of the bulk state. This experimentally accessible observable provides a way to measure the abstract invariant of a phase in a particular system. For models in the Haldane phase, namely for integer spin antiferromagnets with a unique gapped ground state in the thermodynamic limit and exponential decay of correlations, the existence of a half-integer edge spin is readily apparent in the AKLT model and was experimentally observed in [34] . We show by construction that the excess spin can be approximated by local observables in two particular cases: for frustration free models having a finitely correlated ground state (in this situation our approach works for any G ⊂ SU (d)), and for a class of antiferromagnetic chains whose ground state has a classical random loop representation. Isotropic half-integer antiferromagnetic spin chains are expected to either belong to a a gapless phase or to a dimerized phase, breaking translation invariance [35] . The results of this article can be applied to dimerized phases but we will not discuss the implications in detail here. Similarly, the XY chain does generically not carry an interesting local symmetry except in the isotropic case in which it becomes gapless.
In Section 4 we show how the abstract boundary representation and the excess spin operator are related in the case of frustration free models. In the context of frustration free spin chains with matrix product ground states we prove an exact relation between these representations and, as a consequence, show that the representation that characterizes the edge ground state space can be determined from the correlations in the bulk. This can be seen as a simple instance of bulk-edge correspondence in the setting of quantum spin models, similar to the bulk-edge correspondence in quantum Hall systems or topological insulators.
Symmetric gapped phases
We consider a quantum spin system with local Hilbert space H x = C d at each site x ∈ Γ. Here, Γ is a countable metric space, e.g., a finite-dimensional lattice with the lattice distance as the metric. The local algebra of observables on any finite subset Λ ⊂ Γ is the full matrix algebra A Λ := L(⊗ x∈Λ H x ) and, for Λ 1 ⊂ Λ 2 , we consider A Λ 1 as a subalgebra of A Λ 2 , in the natural way. For infinite Γ, the algebra of quasi-local observables, A Γ , is the norm completion of Λ⊂Γ A Λ , where the union is over the finite subsets of Γ. By the limit Λ → Γ, we mean the limit along an increasing and absorbing sequence of finite subsets Λ n ⊂ Γ.
We shall require some local structure for the set Γ. First a uniform bound on the rate at which balls grow: There exist numbers κ > 0 and ν > 0 for which sup x∈Γ |B r (x)| ≤ κr ν , where |B r (x)| is the cardinality of the ball centered at x of radius r. Second, we assume that Γ has some underlying 'integrable' structure. There exists a non-increasing, real-valued function F : [0, ∞) → (0, ∞) that satisfies a uniform summability condition sup x∈Γ y∈Γ
and a convolution condition, namely there is a constant C F such that
for any x, y ∈ Γ. Finally, we will assume that F does not decay to zero faster than polynomially (see [10] for a possible specific condition).
In this article, we shall consider only compact Lie groups G as local symmetries. Although this choice corresponds to the examples we have in mind, e.g. quantum mechanical rotations G = SU (2), we note that not all arguments require compactness. We assume that H x carries a unitary representation of G, g → U x g ∈ SU (d), which determines the adjoint action θ x g := Ad U x g on A {x} . It naturally extends to an action θ Λ g = ⊗ x∈Λ θ x g over A Λ and further to θ Γ g on the quasi-local algebras A Γ . Concretely, for finite subsets Λ,
g , but the automorphism θ g in general fails to remain inner on the quasi-local algebra.
By a local Hamiltonian of the spin chain, we mean a map Λ ⊂ Γ → H Λ = (H Λ ) * ∈ A Λ defined on finite subsets of the lattice and of the form
where Φ(X) = Φ(X) * = A X represents the interactions among the spins located in X. The following condition expresses the decay of the interaction at large distances,
for a µ > 0. With this, the Heisenberg dynamics corresponding to
where A ∈ A Z 1 , B ∈ A Z 2 and d(Z 1 , Z 2 ) is the distance between the supports of A and B. See e.g. [36] for explicit expressions for the constant C(A, B) and the Lieb-Robinson velocity v(Φ).
Besides the dynamical condition expressed by the Lieb-Robinson bound, the Hamiltonians we shall consider here also satisfy a spectral condition, namely that they are gapped. Precisely, Definition 2.1. Let λ 0 (Λ) = inf spec(H Λ ). The model is gapped if there exists a constant γ > 0 and a family 0 ≤ Λ < γ such that lim Λ→Γ Λ = 0, and
We shall refer to the eigenstates corresponding to the spectral patch [λ 0 (Λ), λ 0 (Λ) + Λ ] as ground states and denote the set of such states as G Λ , despite the fact that they become strictly degenerate only in the limit Λ → Γ. More importantly, these low-lying excitations are isolated from the rest of the spectrum by a positive gap, uniformly in Λ. Among the models that we have in mind is the spin-1 Heisenberg antiferromagnet in one dimension, which is known numerically to exhibit exactly the above behavior, see [37] . There, the eigenvalue splitting Λ between the spin singlet and the triplet decays exponentially.
Finally, we define precisely what we mean by a gapped ground state phase carrying a symmetry for a quantum spin system having all of the above structure. We consider a differentiable family of interactions Φ(s) to which we associate ∂Φ(Z, s) = |Z|Φ (Z, s), where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to s, for each finite Z ⊂ Γ, and assume that 
Let S Γ (s) ⊂ (A Γ ) * be the set of ground states of the model on Γ, i.e. the set of states on A Γ that are accumulation points of the functionals ψ Λ , · ψ Λ , where ψ Λ is a normalized state in G Λ (s).
As shown in [10] , the conditions of Definition 2.2 allow for the explicit construction of a cocycle of quasi-local automorphisms α Γ s,t of A Γ such that
, which justifies the denomination of a ground state phase. Precisely, α Γ s,t is obtained as the limit as Λ → Γ of a unitary conjugation, where the unitaries are generated by the s-dependent
Here, w is a probability density decaying faster than any polynomial at infinity and whose Fourier transform is compactly supported in [−γ, γ]. As a consequence, α Γ s,t is norm preserving, (2.4) α Γ s,t (A) = A , and the G-invariance of the interaction carries over to the automorphisms α Γ s,t , namely
In the sequel, we shall mostly be interested in the dual action of the automorphisms α Γ s,t and θ Γ g , that we denote by β Γ s,t and Θ Γ g , namely
We are now ready to state the first main result of this article. 
, in the sense that if one is finite-dimensional, the other is too and with the same dimension, ii.S Γ i carry a representation Θ Γ g;i of G, iii. Θ Γ g;0 and Θ Γ g;1 are equivalent.
From now on, H(s), respectively Φ(s), will denote a smooth family of G-invariant gapped Hamiltonians, respectively interactions, interpolating from H 0 to H 1 and satisfying all requirements described above. The key of the proof of the theorem is the following observation about the maps β Γ s,t and their restriction to the ground state spaces.
Proposition 2.4. Equip S Γ (s) with the norm topology. Then S Γ (s 1 ) and S Γ (s 2 ) are homeomorphic for any
is the sought homeomorphism. By construction, its range is
, continuity follows from boundedness:
Hence the inverse is also continuous.
Although we shall not use this in the sequel, we note that β Γ s 1 ,s 2 is also weakly continuous in the 'time variable'. Indeed, by the cocycle property,
and the conclusion follows from the continuity of t → α Γ s,t .
Proof of Theorem 2.3. i. It suffices to note that β Γ s 1 ,s 2 SΓ (s 1 ) is a linear bijective map fromS Γ (s 1 ) toS Γ (s 1 ), as shown in the proof above. ii. We drop the index i, and show that S Γ is invariant under the action of G. Since the Hamiltonian H Λ commutes with the representation
By going to subsequences, any ω Γ ∈ S Γ is the weak-* limit of a ω Λ ∈ S Λ . Hence,
for any A ∈ A Λ . But by the first remarks,
Extending this action by linearity toS Γ yields a representation. iii. Let ω ∈ S Γ 0 . By definition, we have that
where we used the covariance (2.5) in the second equality. This relation and Proposition 2.4 imply that β Γ 0,1 is an intertwining isomorphism between the representationsS Γ (0) andS Γ (1).
The one-dimensional VBS models, such as the AKLT model [21] and its many generalizations, provide a rich class of examples for which the representation Θ Γ , with Γ the left or right half-infinite chain, is explicitly known. For examples, in the case of the SU (2)-invariant spin-1 AKLT chain, the representation is the adjoint representation of the spin-1/2 representation, which is equivalent to the direct sum of a singlet and a triplet.
The excess spin operator
As can be readily seen, the results of the previous section rely neither on the Lie structure nor on the compactness of G, and the representations Θ Γ g that have been discussed so far have been of a general group, in any dimension and at the abstract level of sets of ground states. Now, we restrict our attention to one-dimensional systems and shall use both the Lie group structure and the fact that the representations form connected subgroups of SU (d). The possible infinitely extended lattices are, beside Z, the two half-infinite chains with one boundary [1, ∞) and (−∞, 0]. We will write A Γ whenever we refer to any of the quasi-local algebras. In this more specific case, it is possible to construct an explicit unitary implementation of the group action on the half of the infinite chains for two classes of symmetric models.
The unitaries we shall construct find their origin in the special case of integer spin representations of G = SU (2), for antiferromagnetic spin chains. There, despite the absence of long-range order in the classical sense, it was observed early, e.g. in [16, 38, 17] , that the following 'string order parameter'
is a good characterization of the dilute Néel order in the ground state of the AKLT chain. Dilute Néel order refers to property that in any finite spin configuration that appears with non-zero probability in the ground state, +1's and −1's strictly alternate (hence, Néel order), but the ±1's are separated by a random number of 0's (hence, dilute). It was already pointed out in [39] that the exponential of the formal sum ∞ j=1 S j which generates rotations of the half-infinite chain can be expected to converge in the GNS representation of a bulk state exhibiting sufficient decay of correlations, and that it is a robust generalization of the string order parameter. Moreover, this operator clarifies the origin of the edge states carrying a half-integer spin that have been observed in some spin-1 chains [34] , and is related to the representations that have been discussed in the previous section.
There are two classes of models for which such boundary operators can be shown to exist. The first class is that of models whose ground states have a valence bond representation [21] , for which the boundary operator arises quite naturally and for arbitrary Lie groups. This is the family of frustration free chains that can also be described as finitely correlated states [40] . The second family of models carry a G = SU (2) symmetry and have ground states which have a stochastic-geometric interpretation, see [39, 41, 42] . We now address both situations.
3.1. Excess spin on finitely correlated chains. We start by recalling some basic facts about finitely correlated states -also known as matrix product states -that are invariant under a gauge group, see [40] . We consider a purely generated finitely correlated state ω given in its 'minimal representation' (not to be confused with the algebra representations we discussed so far), see [43] . The auxiliary algebra is B = M k , and ω is generated by the triple (E, ρ, 1l) , where
If ω is invariant under the local gauge group G, then both C k and C d carry a unitary representation of G and V can be chosen to be the following natural isometric intertwiner
In other words, u g is an eigenvector of eigenvalue 1 for E Ug . For the neutral element in G, this implies that E 1l (1l) = 1l. If the identity is the unique eigenvector for the eigenvalue 1 and
then the ground state ω is translation invariant with exponential decay of correlations
e , where l = dist(supp(A), supp(B)). Moreover, 1 is also a simple eigenvalue of the transpose map E t 1l , and the corresponding eigenvector can be chosen to be a state ρ. Explicitly, ρ is the unique density matrix such that
for all b ∈ B. By continuity and (3.1), for g in an open neigborhood of e, 1 is also a simple eigenvalue of E Ug , and a gap condition similar to (3.2) will hold for E Ug and E t Ug . Using (3.1) again and the unitarity of the representation U g , we also have that for any b ∈ B
g b where the last equality follows from (3.3). Hence, ρu * g is the eigenvector of E t Ug with eigenvalue 1. Without loss of clarity but slightly abusing notation, we can assume that there is an element S = S * of the representation of the Lie algebra such that U g = exp(igS), for g ∈ R. We now turn our attention to the (formal) boundary operators ∞ x=1 S x and 0 x=−∞ S x . It is convenient to define them as limits as L → ∞ of the following local approximations
where f L : Z + → R is given by
Correspondingly, we shall write
Theorem 3.1. Let ω be an G-invariant finitely correlated state generated by the intertwiner V as above, and let (H ω , π ω , Ω ω ) be its GNS representation. Assume that (3.2) holds. Then the strong limits U
exist on H ω for all g ∈ G and define infinite-dimensional, strongly continuous representations of G. Moreover,
where U denotes the commutant of the algebra U.
Before commencing the proof of the theorem, we make a technical observation in the form of the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let (U n (·)) n∈N be a sequence of unitary operators on H such that
for all φ, ψ in a dense subset D ⊂ H. There exists a unitary operator U such that s-lim n→∞ U n = U .
Proof. By Cauchy-Schwarz,
implies the existence of a bounded sesquilinear form Q such that φ, U n ψ → Q(φ, ψ). This in turn implies the existence of unique bounded linear operator U on H such that φ, U ψ = Q(φ, ψ), and U n → U in the weak operator topology. Similarly, U * n converges to U * . Unitarity of the limit follows from (3.7) again as
It remains to note that strong and weak convergences are equivalent for unitary operators.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. In this proof, we consider group elements with g ∈ (−s, s) ⊂ R for some s > 0, or equivalently arbitrary group elements belonging to an open neighborhood of the neutral element of G, such that E Ug has the properties mentioned following (3.2). Because of the spectral condition, there exists a rank 1 operator P g on B, with P g = 1, and constants C > 0 and λ ∈ (0, 1), such that
for all g ∈ (−s, s) and n ≥ 0. By the previous discussion we have for any b ∈ B P g (b) = Tr(ρu * g b)u g . We further define the rank 1 map Q g on B by
First, we prove the following estimate:
is defined in (3.6) and C 1 is a constant independent of g and L. We shall use that
where the product is ordered left-to-right, and f L was introduced in (3.5). Note that f L is constant on blocks of length L. The first step is to use a telescopic sum of products and (3.8) to obtain the estimate
Next, we analyze the product of rank 1 operators as follows:
Since det u g = 1, and ρ commutes with u g , we have TrρS = 0 by Schur's lemma. Using this and the group property for the representation u g , we find that Trρu * g is quadratic in g for small g. Explicitly,
This estimate implies that there exists a constant C 2 such that
Similarly for the last factor in (3.9), we have for another constant C 3
and therefore
Putting these estimates together, we obtain
for a suitable constant C 1 . Now, we consider arbitrary local observables A, B ∈ A [−l 2 +1,l 2 ] and will show that (3.10) lim
and the last term is a remainder that is bounded above by
and we obtain the existence of a limiting operator U + g by Lemma 3.2, with the dense set being
For any g, g ∈ (−s, s) such that g + g ∈ (−s, s), the group property follows from that of the local approximations. Moreover, for any ψ ∈ H loc ,
by (3.10). Letting g → 0, the trace converges to Tr (ρE A * A (1l)) = ω(A * A). Hence, U + g is strongly continuous at g = 0 and by the group property for any g ∈ (−s, s) .
Finally, the last claim of the theorem follows from 0] ) , the strong convergence just proved, and the general fact that U = U .
Since we obtain strong continuity by a perturbative argument and without controlling the convergence of the generators S + (L), no further information on the limiting generator -for example its domain -can be extracted from the proof.
At the heart of the proof is an argument that amounts to a discrete adiabatic theorem for a special class of operators, namely the operators E Ug . For unitaries, a discrete adiabatic theorem has been known for some time [44] , but the E Ug are not unitary and not expected to be normal operators in general. Nevertheless, as can be seen in the proof, they turn out to posses all the necessary properties for an adiabatic property to hold.
3.2.
Excess spin in the stochastic-geometric picture. In this section, we use the notations and definitions of [41] and refer to it for a complete exposition, see also [42] for recent developments and conjectures. The gauge group is SU (2), andS x , S y , S z are the usual spin matrices in the ddimensional representation of the Lie algebra, where d = 2S + 1. Concretely, the Hamiltonians under consideration have the form (3.11)
where x, y ∈ Λ denotes the set of pairs of nearest-neighbors in Λ, J k ≥ 0 for 0 ≤ k ≤ 2S, and Q k is a polynomial of degree k given by
Note that the a priori intricate form of the polynomials arises from the description of the spin S states as the symmetric subspace of the tensor product of 2S spins 1/2, which interact through a purely antiferromagnetic interaction of the form (1/4) − (1/2)P xy (0) , where P xy (0) denotes the projection onto the spin-0 subspace of the two spin-1/2. In particular, for S = 1, we have that Q 1 (S x · S y ) = 1/2(1 − S x · S y ). We shall refer to models where J 2S > 0 and all other coupling constants are 0 as single line models, all others will be called multiline models.
Crucially, physical quantities such as the spin-spin correlation function have a natural interpretation in the stochastic picture which allows for relatively straightforward computations. For single line models and J 2S = 1, equilibrium expectation values of observables that are functions of S x 3 can be expressed as where dµ β (ν) = Z −1 β dρ β (ν)(2S + 1) l(ν) and l(ν) is the number of loops in ν, dρ β is a Poisson process running at rate 1 between t = 0 and t = β that determines the position of bridges, see Figure 1 , and E ν is a linear functional on the algebra of observables which reads (3.13)
Spin configurations σ consistent with ν f (σ(t = 0)) Similar formulas can be derived for general multiline models and for arbitrary observables. Ground state expectation values are obtained in the limit β → ∞. In particular, (3.14)
where I ν (x ∼ y) is the indicator function of the event that (x, 0) and (y, 0) belong to the same loop in the configuration ν, so that
namely the probability that (x, 0) and (y, 0) belong to the same loop. For these models, it is more natural to define the approximantsŜ
and give meaning to the limit as → 0. We will treat the caseŜ + ( ) in details, the other one being completely analogous. In the stochastic representation (3.12, 3.13), we observe that the loops that intersect only the positive axis contribute a total spin of zero (because they are closed), so that only the loops encircling (1/2, 0) may contribute to the excess spin in the GNS representation of the ground state. This intuition is the object of the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. For any given configuration ν of loops γ, let
where S (x,k) , k = 1 . . . 2S, are the 2S spins 1/2 that make up S x , γ(x, k) denotes the loop to which ((x, k), 0) belongs, and N (1/2,0) (γ) is the indicator function of (1/2, 0) ∈ int(γ). If
This convergence is the key to proving that the excess spin operator exists. Note that for ground states ω with a non-vanishing spectral gap the assumption (3.17) is always satisfied due to the Exponential Clustering Theorem [45, 46] . Theorem 3.4. Let ω be a ground state of a Hamiltonian of the form (3.11), and let (H ω , π ω , Ω ω ) be its GNS representation. If
exist and define infinite-dimensional, strongly continuous representations of SU (2). Moreover: i. If U denotes the commutant of the algebra U,
ii. LetŜ + andŜ − be the self-adjoint generators ofÛ + g andÛ − g . Then,
Proof of Lemma 3.3. For simplicity, we denote µ ∞ by µ in the rest of the article. First,
where (x,k) denotes the sum in (3.16) and (x,k) = (x,k) − (x,k) . Since sites in the two sums are by definition not related by any loops,
We concentrate on the first term. From (3.14), we have
which converges monotonically to 0 as → 0. Therefore, it suffices to prove that the integrand is uniformly bounded by an integrable function. We apply |exp(− x) − 1| ≤ 1, and then obtain the bound
where we used that by the symmetrization of the vertical lines, the sum over the auxiliary indices k and l can be replaced by a factor (2S) 2 and fixing k = l = 1. Since the loops do not intersect,
and we use translation invariance to obtain
where we recalled (3.15). Hence, the first term of (3.19) converges to zero. As for the second term, we have
x where ν + ⊂ ν is the subset of loops that intersect t = 0 only on [1, ∞), we used (3.14) in the first equality, and (−1) |x−y| = (−1) (x+y) . Now, this formally vanishes at = 0 by the fact that all loops are closed, but it remains to be seen that the decay of the spin-spin correlation function implies a sufficient decay in the probability that the loops are large. For any γ ∈ ν + , let d γ be the largest distance between intersections of γ and the t = 0 axis, and n γ the number of such intersections. If ((y, l), 0) ∈ γ is the leftmost point of γ, we have the bound
as the even number of intersections can be paired so that the two sites of each pair belong to different sublattices. Hence,
. Now, we use the simple bound n γ ≤ 2Sd γ , the equidistribution over k and translation invariance to conclude that
Finally, 1 − e − x ≤ x and 2 /(e 2 − 1) ≤ so that
Hence, the second term also vanishes as → 0.
Before we go into the proof proper of the theorem, we need the following technical lemma.
Lemma 3.5. Let (U n (·)) n∈N be a sequence of unitary groups on H generated by bounded self-adjoint operators (A n ) n∈N such that Proof. First, for any fixed t and φ, ψ ∈ D, we have that
where we used Schwarz' inequality and then the functional calculus. Hence, (3.20) implies that min n,m φ, U n (t) * U m (t)ψ converges to φ, ψ , and similarly for min n,m φ, U m (t) * U n (t)ψ , which yield the existence of a limiting unitary U (t) by Lemma 3.2.
The convergence of A n ψ follows from (A n − A m )ψ 2 = ψ, (A n − A m ) 2 ψ and (3.20) by completeness. Finally, the group property of U (t) is inherited from U n (t), and
where the last term converges to zero as (n → ∞), uniformly in t by (3.21) . This yields the strong differentiability on D, with A being the generator of U (t).
Proof of Theorem 3.4. By Lemma 3.5, it suffices to prove that
which can be reduced further to the case A = B by Cauchy-Schwarz' inequality. Moreover,
where we used that ω(
for any observable X, Y . The first term converges to zero by the continuity of ω and the norm convergence ofŜ [1,L) for L < ∞. In the stochastic representation, the second term reads
Indeed, the difference is given by the loops that connects the finite support of B * B and [L, ∞). Each such loop γ contributes at most n γ terms from (
where supp(B) ∈ A (−∞,l] and we assumed l < L. This is arbitrarily small for L large enough. Therefore, it suffices to consider the case B = 1l. But this is an immediate consequence of the inequality
that follows again from the positivity of ω((Ŝ + ( ) −Ŝ + ( )) 2 ), and Lemma 3.3.
Boundary operators, edge representations and correlation structure
Now, we put together the various elements introduced in the previous sections and clarify the relationship between the boundary operators of Section 3 and the abstract representations of G at the edges of a symmetric gapped ground state phase, see Section 2. We find an exact relation for frustration free systems. This allows us to show that the representation content of the boundary operator restricted to the kernel of the half-chain is an invariant of a G-symmetric phase. For simplicity, we continue to assume the uniqueness and therefore translation invariance of the ground state in the thermodynamic limit.
We start by interpreting the boundary operator arising for finitely correlated systems in the light of a G action. Proof. We consider the right infinite chain. Theorem 3.4 implies the existence of the excess spin operator. First, we claim that the representation U
on the local algebra ∪ Λ⊂[1,∞) A Λ . Indeed, for any local A, and vectors ψ, φ ∈ H ω , we have
where we used in the last equality that the GNS representation is continuous and that A has finite support. We conclude by density and again the continuity of π ω and of θ g that this extends to A [1,∞) .
In the remainder of this section we restrict our attention to quantum spin chains with a frustrationfree, translation invariant finite-range interaction. By this, we mean a system with a translation invariant interaction with ground state space G Λ which satisfies the following intersection property: There exists l ≥ 1 such that
In other words, the global energy minimizer also minimizes the energy locally. In this case, all ground states have exactly the same energy, and furthermore,
This yields the following immediate corollary that relates the concrete boundary operator to the abstract representation of G on the set of edge states.
Proposition 4.2. The two orbits
carry equivalent representations of G and are subrepresentations of S [1,∞) .
By construction, V is a subrepresentation of S [1,∞) .
In the following, we furthermore assume that ground states are finitely correlated, i.e., are of matrix product form. We recall that, in this situation, the G-invariance is expressed by two representations U g and u g in the special unitary groups of A 0 , and B, respectively, with an intertwiner V with the properties discussed before (see (3.1) and (3.2)). We also recall that for any ω ∈ S [1,∞) there is density matrix σ ω ∈ B such that for all A ∈ A loc we have
Not surprisingly, there is an intimate relation between the boundary representation U + g , the halfchain edge representation Θ
, and the auxiliary representation u g used in the construction of the matrix product state state.
In the GNS representation of the ground state on the infinite chain (Γ = Z), the set of vectors
represents the ground state space of the Hamiltonian on the right half-infinite chain. Since U + g ∈ π ω (A (−∞,0] ) and Ω ω is G-invariant, we have that
g (A) )Ω ω ∈ G + , so that G + is invariant under the action of U + g , and the infinite-dimensional representation U + g G + is again that of the action of G on the right half-infinite chain. We conclude this section with some remarks. First, since U + g is a quasi-local observable, U + g G + can be determined from the bulk ground state of the model, computationally through u g and, in principle, also experimentally. Secondly, we know from the general consideration in Section 2 that the maps Θ [1,∞) g are all equivalent representations within a class of automorphically equivalent Ginvariant models, so that the same must hold for u g and the representation content of U + g G + . Therefore, within the context of frustration free models with matrix product ground states with a symmetry represented by a Lie subgroup of the special unitary groups, Theorem 4.3 shows that not only is the edge representation of the symmetry group an invariant for symmetric gapped ground state phases in one dimension, but also that it can be determined, and in principle also experimentally observed, from the correlation structure in the bulk. This is what is sometimes referred to as symmetry-protected topological order, see e.g. [15] .
As an example, let us consider the spin-1, SU (2)-invariant chains in the Haldane phase, of which the AKLT model [21] is a representative, and whose ground state is finitely correlated [40] . For the AKLT model, the auxiliary representation u g is the spin-1/2 representation, D 1/2 , of SU (2). This is also obvious in the valence bond picture of [21] . Hence, the excess spin observed by rotating the right half-infinite chain, conditioned arbitrarily on the left chain as in (4.2) is also a spin-1/2. This is precisely the spin-1/2 representation that has been experimentally observed in [34] .
It is known that the ground state of the AKLT model can be related to a model with trivial product state by a quasi-local automorphism [9, 11] , but this can obviously not be done without breaking the SU (2) symmetry. Theorem 4.3 implies the stronger statement that two SU (2)-invariant models can be thus connected to each other, without breaking the SU (2) symmetry or closing the gap, only if their boundary SU (2) representations agree. acknowledgments B.N. acknowledges stimulating discussions with M. Aizenman about excess charges, spin, and all that, dating back to the collaboration [39] , which turn out to be of great relevance in the context of this work. This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation: S.B. under Grant #DMS-0757581 and B.N. under grant #DMS-1009502
